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OFFICE BEARERS
President: Steve Tranter
Vice Presidents: Nita Child & Patricia James
Secretary: Robyn Schaeffer
Treasurer: Anne Ellem
Committee members: Cheryl Barnes, Andrew
Douglas, Suzanne Gibson and Rosemary Marshall

Public Officer: Bill Dougherty
Research Officer: Hazel Lawson
Recorder/Librarian: Carole Douch
Roster Clerk: Suzanne Gibson
Newsletter: Steve Tranter
Hon. Solicitor: Joe Fahey

Patroness: Dowager Duchess of Grafton, Patrons: Kevin Hogan MP, Christopher Gulaptis MP,
Mayor Jim Simmons, Bill & Dot Dougherty.
Schaeffer House is open again from 1.00pm to 4.00pm on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
and Sunday. The Museum is registered as a COVID-19 safe environment with check-ins
and face masks required. Until the 15th December or when NSW reaches 95% vaccination rate we are not able to allow non or single vaccinated persons into the museum.
Membership fees are due in January each year. Fees remain at $25 for Individuals, Couples or
Families. Be sure to pay fees prior to the AGM in March if voting rights are to be retained. New
members who join between 1 September and 31 December are deemed to be members up to 31
December of the following year. Please note that donations to Clarence River Historical
Society of $2 or more are tax deductible.

JOTTINGS FROM THE HOUSE
COVID-19

Open Day

Following our open day on 18th
November 2021, we are now open
again full time! It will be wonderful to
have people visit us again. It has been a
long time for many of the volunteers
who thrive on the very pleasant and
fulfilling task of showing visitors around
the house.

The society celebrated its 90th
Anniversary
on
Thursday
18th
November with a very large turn up of
dignitaries, past office bearers, current
and past members and members of the
public. Read all about the wonderful day
in this newsletter..

Revamping of the Rooms
One of the ‘to do’s’ the volunteers have
put an immense lot of work into, is the
reviewing of the rooms in Schaeffer
House. But rather than a welcome break
for a while our volunteers eyes have
turned inwards and embarked on a
number of pressing tasks. Slowly room
by room we are in the process of doing
an annual clean of the furniture and
fittings, conducting a stocktake of
artefacts and moving displays.

Electrical Work
We are very much indebted to Clarence
Valley Council for their agreeing to
update Schaeffer House’s electrical
network. A report by the Society
regarding the upgrades needed was
accepted by the Council and during a
week early this month, a local electrical
company set about the upgrade.
We now have many more power points
within the house (negating the need for
power boards) and LED lighting
replaces in most of the rooms

We cannot become what we need to be by remaining what we are. – Max Dupree
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RESEARCH ENQUIRIES
(Compiled by our Research Officer, Hazel Lawson)
ROD & JUDY. Neville Cayley Paintings.
Looking at suggestions Cayley left paintings
at Hotels. to pay for accommodation.
KAREN. Asked if there were any books on
Sarah Spring and George Twyford.
LYNETTE. Information on Joseph Page,
Blacksmith. Born 1807 Died 23.2.1858.
Wife Sarah Harris.
ARTHUR. Percy James Connor/Stewart.
He changed his name 1970-75, any
information on father while living on the
Clarence.
ANDREA. Looking for Family Histories,
Newspaper articles and Photos. Anna
Catherine Kleindienst.
WENDY. Asked for Information on
Alderman Frederick M.V. Earle and wife
Alice Beatrice Earle, settled in Grafton after
World War 1 and were each given Soldier’s
Grants at Upper Kangaroo Creek in 1920.
LINDA. Photos of Clarence River Punt
1924, travelling from Wharf Street South
Grafton to Villiers Street, Grafton.
ANNE. George Robert Haines (Saddler)
Father Peter, Mother Catherine Sanderson,
any information.
JULIA. Tabulam Aboriginal History.
KATHY. Information on Carl Gustav
Stenmark, Born 25/4/1850 Norway. Married
1875 Grafton, Died 15/7/1943 at Casino.
Head Gardener at Yulgilbar Station.
DAVID Researching Gertrude Lydia Ford
(nee Millar) born Ulmarra NSW 2 June1883.
Died Sydney 1957.
JAQUI. Researching WW11 veteran from
Copmanhurst, John Sperry Roche-

NX95980, ran the Copmanhurst Store with
his father Denis Roche.
GLENDA Information on John Small and
Mary Parker, believed they lived in Rosslyn
House Grafton.
RAYLEE & DON. Koreelah Valley History.
Information Cedar Cutters who came to the
Valley. Wishes to buy copies of Tindall
Letters.
STAN. Information on Blaxland School,
operation approx. 1920.
JODIE. Researching Shelah Austin, born at
Cangai 21/9/1918, husband Cecil Beresford
Couper. Mother Ivy Allison, Grandparents
Hannah & Francis Allison.
KERRIE. Trying to locate info on Burial or
any Grafton Newspaper report on Death of
Joseph Bethel Born 1859 Died 1871.
Apprentice to Mr. Dixon from ship “Vernon’
MARK. In 1900 Rodgers Bros Engineering
delivered a Steam Ferry punt to Grafton
that when in service was operated by a
cable across the river. Mark asked, do we
have Photos of the punt?
HUGH. Researching Early Golf in Northern
Rivers area of NSW. Grafton Golf club
formed 1900 by Fred Mc Guren and G.H.
Varley.
JOHN Information on house “Highlands”
Southgate.
PETER. Copy of Book about 1878
Australian Eleven, donated by Fred Long.
SANDRA. Cub Scouts Memorial Tablet.
Cubs drowned 1943. Whereabouts in the
cemetery is it located.
**********************

There is no security on this earth; there is only opportunity – Gen. Douglas MacArthur
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90th crhs anniversary
The Clarence River Historical Society and volunteers Roz Palmer and Nita
held its 90th birthday celebration on Child.
Thursday 18th November 2021.
Roz has for more than a decade
The event was held in the beautiful professionally filled the very important
grounds of Schaeffer house where a role of Society Recorder. Nita has
marquee and chairs were erected in a worked tirelessly throughout the house,
COVID-safe manner. The weather written books, fulfilled her role as a Vice
President and if that was not enough
remained fine.
has arranged displays and spent
Messages and good wishes were considerable after hours time on
received from the Dowager Duchess of material conservation.
Grafton,
Christine
Yeats,
Past
President
of the Royal Historical Achievement awards at the high school
Society. The Hon. Kevin Hogan, level for history were awarded to
Federal Member for Page and the Hon Grafton High School student Tess
Chris Gulaptis, State member for Darby, South Grafton High School
student Viola Campbell and McAuley
Clarence.
College student, Jacqueline Samms
Ritchie Williamson was the Master of (accepted on her behalf by History
Ceremonies for the day and welcome Teacher Mark Bellamy).
to country was performed by Aunty Nita
Our long term member, Patron and
Taylor.
Public Officer Bill Dougherty spoke
Stephen Tatham, a long-time Society congratulatory words as well as cut the
member and ex-history teacher of beautiful cake with the help of Grafton
Grafton High School, gave an High School student Tess Darby.
entertaining insight into the role and
scope of historical museums from the Refreshments were catered for by
past and their importance into the Hanks Kitchen and Flame Trees Café
provided the wonderful picture of
future.
Schaeffer House on the top of the cake.
Life membership was bestowed upon
three very deserving members of the After the ceremony, guests were
Society. Past President Pat James encouraged to explore the house and
whose tireless energy and dedication to grounds and sign the visitors book.
the Society (not to mention the Garden) They expressed their delight and
was recognised as well as Historians gratitude to the Committee and
Nola Mackay and Dr. Geoff Burkhardt. volunteers who keep the House in such
Advocates of the Society, long term good order.
members and prolific book producers
Gentle Reminder
they have indelibly made their mark on
Annual Membership fees are due in January
the esteem with which the Society is
held in the Community.
2022. Your membership dues goes a long
Certificates of Appreciation were also
presented to two outstanding members

way in keeping the museum running at an
optimal level!

I shut my eyes in order to see – Paul Gaugin
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CRICKET in the valley
My happy memories of childhood
include playing cricket in the backyard
with my brother Bob in Murwillumbah!
The “Stumps” was a wooden banana
box and Dad always joined in. Our
Christmas stockings always had a new
shiny red cricket ball in the bottom and a
bag of popcorn at the top! Did you
collect cricket cards? What are your
memories?
The history of cricket on the Clarence
was detailed by Duncan McFarlane in a
series of articles in the Daily Examiner
from October 11 to December 11, 1933.
In about 1863 a team was formed in
Yamba and also one in Grafton. A three
day tour was made from Grafton to
Yamba by river drogher for a match and
later a return match undertaken by
Yamba on an exceptionally wet day.
Various clubs were gradually formed
e.g. The Alberts, Alumny Creek, Swan
Creek, Ulmarra to name a few.
On 14th February 1894 a match
between the Commercial Travellers
Association v the Storekeepers was

held. The mayor Mr. F. Norrie presided.
There were many speeches and
entertainments.
Cricket Matches were very popular!
So, where were the Ladies? Some
research will have to be done to find the
very first teams formed in Grafton and
Clarence.
In May 1908 a Ladies Team travelled by
boat from South Grafton to Ulmarra and
won a match by 22 runs. Miss Eggins
captained the Grafton Team while Miss
F. Davis captained the local Team.
Grafton Team was comprised of Misses
Loughman, Walters, H. McCallum,
Beatrice Gray , Hilda Grey Eggins ,
George, Shea, Chaseling, Ford, F.
McCallum, Misses Anderson and
Matheson.
Ulmarra Team, Misses Ellem, Davis,
Kingsford,
Corrigan,
Glisson
(2)
McDougall, Miller (3) Knox .
A full description of the day is available
and makes charming reading!
Did you know , also that on Sept 7, 1933
a group of 200 boys,
captained by Don Bradman
and S. McCabe came to
Grafton on Tour to the North
Coast to play matches? The
Grafton match raised money
for the District Hospital.
What fun they all had,
travelling by train from the
South and having such a
great experience, as they
were shown all around the
towns they visited! Now we
have great Men’s and
Women's Cricket Teams to
inspire our backyard cricket,
making memories.

Clarence River Cricket Team about 1890 Representative Cricket Team.

Pat James

Happiness comes through doors we don’t even remember leaving open – R. Lane
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Gordon brook station
In early October we received a call from a
lady by the name of Leila Davandeh from
the City of Wagga Wagga Museum in
regard to whether we would be
interested in accepting a large framed
photographic collection of Gordon
Brook Station.

It has a 13 klm river frontage, which allows
it a good cattle carrying capacity and
substantial water supplies.

Of course we replied in the positive but
just in case there was a catch we asked
about postage?
No problem said Leila we would be
happy to cover the cost of postage! Well
that was it and like clockwork it arrived.
Gordon Brook station is perched high
above the Clarence River at Pulganbar
(Copmanhurst)

A view of Gordon Brook Station c1950

Gordon Brook was taken up in 1840 by
Captain Henry Thomas Crozier, a retired
Captain of the Royal Navy. The station’s
original boundaries included all
the land between Copmanhurst &
Yulgilbar. After the Captain died,
it was acquired by Dr. John Dobie
and the Government Gazette of
1848 gives the area of the station
as 48,000 acres with a carrying
capacity of 15,000 sheep. Not
long after this, more land was
added.
A large and handsome brick
homestead was built in 1853 but
demolished in 1948 to build
another.

The framed black and white photograph featuring the
cattle of Gordon Brook Station c1930s

Gordon Brook was one of the first
places on the Clarence where
sheep and cattle were boiled
down for their fat.
******************

Life is a long lesson in humility – James M. Barrie
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Interesting items of the house
Two items of interest in the Museum
are:

Hensons and Zietschs on the north side
of the river.

Bottle of Madeira—This bottle was
handmade in England prior to 1877. It
was used as a vessel for holding wine.

Zubers originally started with three
delivery trucks which later increased to
five. The low backed international truck
was used in many Jacaranda
processions as the Queen’s float.

The wine, a Madeira was made from
grapes grown at Camden Park, and
bottled there.
Camden Park Vineyards were planted in

The slow demise of the soft drink
industry as such began with the
improvement in road transport. Cocoa
Cola set up a local depot and had their
own delivery service. The supermarkets
began importing national brands and the
final straw was the pubs and clubs
introducing soft drink dispensers in their
premises.
Zubers ceased trading in 1968 and the
other factories closed some few years
later.

Madeira bottle c1877

1833, being one of the first vineyards in
Australia.
Bottle Capping Tool—This item of
interest is a bottle capping tool. It
originally came from Zubers Cordial
Factory in South Grafton where it was
used to manually place caps on
cordial bottles to seal them.

Clarence Valley Glass & Aluminum now
occupy the site in Spring Street. George
recalled the many floods experienced
there over his 16 years of employment
with the firm.

CRHS were also fortunate enough to
receive the recipe book to prepare
some of Zubers cordials, and the clear
glass bottle with a “Z” etched on it.
Zubers cordial factory began trading in
1950 in Spring Street. They were the
3rd soft drink factory in the city with

Bottle Capping Tool

It’s hard to be nostalgic when you can’t remember anything – Unknown
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HMS RATTLESNAKE
Right from the outset, explorations of the east
coast of New South Wales up to the now PNG
was continuous. Expeditions in most occasions
had the services of a Naturalist/ Botanist. A
prominent instance of this is of course James
Cook in 1770 with the Endeavour and Joseph
Banks collecting fauna and flora during these
epic journeys.
The 1840s saw many expeditions of discovery
up and down the east coast of the land. Of
great interest for us here in the Clarence Valley
is one such expedition that took place in 1847.
This was undertaken by the Royal Navy’s HMS
Rattlesnake (of the East Australasia Contingent). The ship arrived adjacent to ‘The Settlement’ (Grafton) in this year and the ships tender
‘Bramble’ continued up river to where Copmanhurst is now.
Onboard was J.F. Wilcox, Naturalist and Botanist.

Wilcox was present on the Rattlesnake for all
the expeditions from 1847 to 1850. He chose
not to return to England but settled in Sydney.
He established a business dealing with natural
history specimens, in 1857 he moved to South
Grafton and continued this trade. Is it possible
that there may be relatives still in this area?

an important degree in exploration of the shallower areas up and down the coast. It was this
boat that navigated to the upper areas of the
Clarence River in the area of Copmanhurst.
An unfortunate but not disastrous event happened at this time when two sailors from the
boat lost their way whilst in this area.
The boat waited several hours until it was
forced to return to “The Settlement” (Grafton)
and HMS Rattlesnake remained there for a
short few days to hopefully be reunited with the
sailors. When they did not emerge from the
woods, the ship sailed for Yamba, negotiated
the bar and remained for a few more days at
the entrance (off Yamba).
Good news was made when out of the trees
and onto the beach, the two way-wood sailors
signaled the warship and were collected.
A big relief to all and it appears that they took all
the steps need to put themselves in a position
to be able to be found. i.e. they, through the positioning of the sun made their way in an easterly direction and headed for the most prominent
marker on the way—this being the Clarence

The ship had a number of expeditions but the
details of these are not well preserved
As an idea in 1770 Banks and Solander with
Captain Cook on the Endeavour. 1843 HMS Fly
brought J. Beete Jukes. 1847 HMS Rattlesnake
had Professor Huxley. There was also considerable German interest in botany with a naturalist
Frau Analie Dietrich sent by a very large German firm to collect corals and shells. This collection was reviewed by German scientists and
is believe to still be at the Hamburg Museum.
HMS Challenger opened a new era in research
with almost 800 specimens being collected in
this expedition mostly from northern QLD.

HMS Rattlesnake had a tender with the name of
Bramble and it was this boat that was used to

Front Cover of Album of sketches
Courtesy of Stanley, Owen and the State Library of New South

If a train station is where a train stops, what’s a work station? – Ben Elliston
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CERAMIC FROG
In the collection of the War Room lies a
small blue coloured frog. If only this frog
could speak!
This frog was a lucky charm kept by Mary
Anne Bessie Pocock throughout most of
her adult life. In particular she carried it with
here during her time overseas in the
service of her country as a nurse in the
Boer War.
Mary Ann Bessie was born at Dalby,
Queensland on the 20th of July 1863. Mary
Ann Bessie’s father George Pocock, was a
blacksmith by trade and the family lived in
the Tucabia area before moving to
Copmanhurst in about 1875.
It must have brought her very good luck as
she had a very active service life and was
present in many areas including close to
the front lines on occasion.

Ceramic Blue Frog owned by Mary Ann Bessie
Pocock

She was twice mentioned in despatches by
Lord Kitchener as well as mentions by the
General Office in Command in Egypt in the
Great War.
After the war, she returned to her duties at
Gladesville Mental Hospital where she
remained until she resigned her position in
1924.
She then opened her own convalescent
hospital, “Ismalia” at Beaconsfield Road,
Chatswood in March, 1924.
She died at “Punchbowl”, Copmanhurst at
her family’s residence on the 17th July,
1947, and was buried in the Grafton
Church of England Cemetery.
Her name is recorded on the Honour Roll in
Ramornie Station: South Aspect - Mary Tindal
Mary Ann Bessie Pocock

the Copmanhurst
Church.

Church

of

England

I apologise for the length of my letter; I didn’t have time to write a shorter one – Blaise Pascal
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A Buzz FROM OUR GARDEN!
If you were able to attend our 90th
Anniversary celebration on Thursday,
19th November 2021, you were treated
to a feast for the eyes and nose!

blossoms
falling
like
Jacaranda
Blossoms, a delight for the bees and
birds!!

The roses on the arch flower in memory
Our gardens were at their peak. The riot of Mavis Robertson and the front azalea
of colour was uplifting.
The gardens are filled with violas,
pansies, larkspurs, cosmos, foxgloves,
aquilegia,
hollyhocks,
petunias,
geraniums, verbenas phlox, cornflowers,
statice begonias, impatiens, heliotrope,
coreopsis, marigolds and dianthus.

garden beside the gardenia shrub is in
memory of Beryl Slade.
Thank you to our team of Kerry Quinn,
Brian Pullen, Rosemary Marshall and
quiet workers—Peter Donaldson and
Mark Smith, They work here every week
The perennial plants are thriving. You to bring you so much beauty, joy and
would see various Salvias, basil bushes peace! Pat James
and natives alive with Bush Bees and The recent passing of Harry Moy
familiar bees along the side garden reminds us of the work he did around
where pentas and abutilons are growing the house and in particular the Red
not far from the roses and lavender, all Letter Box, fences, railings and paths—
overhung by Callistemons and the giant providing a wonderful lasting memory of
Norfolk Island Hibiscus, covered in pink his work as a painter.
Goodness is the only investment which never fails – Thoreau
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RichaRd cRaiG and cRaiG’S LinE
Richard Craig, as we know arrived in services to authorities he was
Sydney on the ship Prince Regent in invaluable to explorers opening up
the 1820’s and was aged 10 or 11.
areas of the North Coast.
It was not more than five or six years
later that he and his father were
convicted of cattle rustling, an
unfortunate event as apparently this
type of crime was rampant at the time.

Richard Craig had come from Moreton
Bay and discovered the Clarence River
by way of New England. They came by
what is known as the Harness Cask,
(that name arose when one of the drays
Having been sentenced to life initially capsized and the harness cask rolled
this was commuted to seven years in into the creek below) Craig’s Line
swamp (Moonmerri), Wild Cattle Creek,
chains at Moreton Island.
Tallawudjah Creek and Glenreagh and
Moreton Bay Settlement was at this on to the Clarence at Grafton.
time, a tough place. Flogging with the
cat-o’-nine tails was almost a daily It was, however, as a stockman that he
occurrence and the convicts were ill- excelled. His knowledge of the Clarence
treated. Richard Craig escaped from and Nymboida Rivers and the areas
they drained, enabled him to blaze a
Moreton Bay in 1830.
trail from Guy Fawkes to “The
Apparently he was not happy with being Settlement” - South Grafton. It was
incarcerated and is believed to have certainly a rough one, but it amazes me
made many attempts to escape.
how anyone could trace a route which
When he finally did succeed he headed could be travelled by any vehicle at all,
south and lived with the aborigines in without the construction of roads and
the Trial Bay area of NSW.
cuttings. This track is known as “Craig’s
He was believed to have acquired Line”
considerable knowledge of Aboriginal Richard Craig married Ann Baker and
ways, including their nomadic life style
had two sons, William (born 1843 ) and
Travel between areas was very difficult John (born 1846). Unfortunately he died
in those days but aboriginal routes young, around 45 years of age. His
were well used and very purposeful, employment records include butcher,
following water courses , where flora Superintendent, Store and shopkeeper.
and fauna were plentiful and the
journeys were used to trade with other
nations
and
to
facilitate
cross
relationships.
When Craig was given his freedom in
1836, having rendered essential

QUOTE OF THE DAY
The greatest gift of all is kindness
Be kind to one another
Lao-Tse

Everyone takes the limits of his own vision for the limits of the world – A. Schopenhauer
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BiLL’S cOLUMn
Last edition we took “old timers” to a
walk down Memory Lane .Block 3 of
Prince Street-east side as it was late
1940’s early 50’s.

Commercial Bank of Australia

Today let’s cross Prince Street to the
western side and detail the properties
and their owners. Many famous names
appear.

Theodores Café. Peter & Jim Theodore.

Lamberton’s Music Shop. Viv& Dot
Lamberton. Also did reservations for
Saraton Theatre Pictures.
Jeanettes. Ladies & Children's Wear.
Manager. Mrs. Battye.

North to South.

N.R. Cutler. Chemist. Norm Cutler.

Bloods Corner General Store.
Proprietor. Mr. F.R. Blood. Took over
from his Father.

Mackellys. Drapers, Mercers,
Manchester, Ladies Fashions. Jack
Kelly. Owner.

Marble Bar Café. Jack & Tony Notaras.
Built the Saraton Theatre.

Gerard & Co. General Store. Lipman &
Abrahams families.

Dougherty Bros. Drapers & Mercers.
Jim Dougherty. My Uncle.

Maurice Johnson & Coyle. Estate
Agents& Auctioneers. Ernie Jonson &
John Coyle.

Moulos Fish Shop. Jack Moulos.
Building built 1904. Owner Hall Family.

Fred Hall. Mens Wear. Famous
Secretary of the Yamba Surf Club.
Awarded B.E.M.
G. McClymont. Watchmaker & Jeweller.
George McClymont. Father of Mavis
O.B.E.
Popular Café. Peter Bernard. Father of
Arthur & George.
Roger & Co. Butcher. Alec
Roger. Father of Rev. Fr. John Roger.

Coles Store. “Cartmill Building”.
G. Walsham, Tailor & Mercer. 2nd
Generation.
Stevens Fruit Shop. Mrs. Stevens.
Ken Weekes Electrical Appliances.
Recently turned 108. Born 1913.
Resident of Whiddon Nursing Home.
Grafton.
Agnews Hairdressing Shop. Laurie,
Tom & Chris Agnew.

Austin Henry Bicycles. (Sales &
Service).
Commercial Banking Co. of Sydney.
Erected 1870/80’s.
Refer To Manager’s Letter after the
1890 Flood in this Issue.
Next time you pass this building
Imagine the Flood water almost over
your head.
Author’s note.
This block contained Grafton’s 3 major
stores of this era. Bloods, Mackellys,
Gerards. As well as 3 Greek CafesMarble Bar, Popular, Theodores.
As with the eastern side of Prince Street
- All businesses conducted and owned
by local people.
How times have changed.
Regards.
Bill D.
**************

B.J. Page. Dentist. Upstairs above
Agnews.
There is no force so powerful as an idea whose time has come.
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Classic artist—classic book nO. one –aESOp’S faBLES
In the Nursery amongst many treasures are
wonderful illustrated books, some by unknown
artists but here on this page we have a few
chosen page examples from a classic book
‘Aesop’s Fables illustrated by artist Harry
Rountree. Harry was born in New Zealand in
1878 and died in Cornwall, UK in 1950.
He provided illustrations to books by very
famous authors including P.G. Wodehouse,

Lewis Carrol and Arthur Conan Doyle to name
a few. He was a member of grand company of
illustrators of the Edwardian and first Georgian
period [George V 1910-1936.
This series will be continued in the next
newsletter. There are so many books with
Harry’s illustration that we will endeavour to
show just a few here in this and the next
newsletter.

Reputation: What others are not thinking about you.
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FROM THE PRESIDENT
Well here we are, another year almost its influence in the Museum with the
completed and what a year it has been.
updating of hardware and software to
COVID-19 continued to impact on all reflect the current and future needs of
aspects of our lives throughout the year the Society.
and still does.
Here in the Museum whilst we could
only open for a few short days in
January and had an attempt to open in
May we remained closed for the year.

The all in one database purchased ‘Past
Perfect’ continues to be added to on a
daily basis with over 500 entries now
included. As a central repository of all
things relating to the Society it will only
become more and more critical to the
operation of the museum.

Unfortunately this did not seem to
reduce the workload, more than not it
appeared to significantly increase the So much work has been completed by
the volunteers this year within the house
amount of jobs we added to our list.
and the garden. This work was
Without visitors we became a bit highlighted during the 90th Anniversary
circumspect and set about working on a celebrations on the 18th November
few of the outstanding tasks around the 2021 and the concurrent Open Day.
house.
Photographs taken during the course of
These
included
increasing
the the day served to show one and all, the
inspections around the house for the pristine condition the Museum and
ever present dust, revamping of the garden were in on the day. The
labels attached to artefacts, selecting members should be very proud of their
items for resting, items for re-displaying, volunteers putting the Museum at the
auditing the artefacts, photographing the forefront of public scrutiny for the day.
artefacts
for
research/reference
purposes, reorganizing displays, moving Photographs taken by many on the day
displays and putting on temporary have now travelled around the world via
the Internet and Facebook, with many
displays.
expatriates expressing their happiness
Added to the above is the need to at seeing this wonderful reminder of
maintain the gardens and report any their hometown!
maintenance issues to the council
I would like to take this opportunity to
regarding the house.
wish all our readers a Merry Christmas
Administration was also of great need, and a Happy New Year. After such a
with newsletters to be put together and long and taxing year we hope that you
sent to members, ongoing research will all be able to celebrate in some way
requests and book sales too!
with as many of your family as possible.
Information Technology has increased
**************
He who slings mud generally loses ground. - Adlai Stevenson
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100 YEARS AGO
Compiled by our Research Officer, Hazel Lawson
Extracts from the Daily Examiner of November, 1921

A DISTRICT MOVEMENT Subscriptions
now Invited. At leased 500 Pound and more
if possible, is required to provide Grafton
with a Motor Ambulance. Donations are
now invited. The matter is one specially
affecting the country districts as quick
transit of dangerously ill persons to the
Hospital may be the means of saving many
lives. In the big district that Grafton Hospital
serves, including the city itself, it should not
be a hard matter to raise the sum required
in a few weeks. Subscriptions to the
Secretary Mr. W J Lake Town Hall Grafton.
ILUKA FIRE - HOTEL DESTROYED AT
NIGHT The Hotel at Iluka was destroyed by
fire on Tuesday night. Only the billiard room
and staff quarters, which are detached at
the rear of the hotel were saved. A few
personal belongings, some linen, and a few
cases of beer were salvaged from the
burning building. Other- wise everything
was swallowed up in the flames. The
origins of the fire are a mystery. The
building which is owned by Mr J. T.
McKittrick, of South Grafton, was insured
with the National Co. of New Zealand for
2035 Pounds.
RUNAWAY TROLLEY AT GRAFTON
DAIRY COMPANY An accident occurred
on the waterside of the Grafton Dairy
Company’s factory in Victoria street, a
trolley laden with 1And a half tons of butter
became derailed on its passage down to
the wharf and on colliding with a stack of
butter boxes sent 1bout 13 boxes of butter
into the water injuring a man who was
fishing on the edge of the wharf. The
injured man, whose name is Mr. Fred
Brown is a Machinist at the “Daily
Examiner” office suffered a good deal from
contusions and bruises on various parts of
the body and had his shoulder dislocated.
All the butter that went overboard was
recovered.

CHEVROLET CARS For delivery before
Christmas, painted any colour. Model 490,
5-Seater Touring 400 Pounds, f.o.b.
Sydney. Model 490, Roadster, 395 Pounds
f.o.b. Sydney. This model has electric lights
and starter, Magneto, Demountable Rims,
One-man top, Tilted Windshield,
Speedometer, Tyre Carrier complete with
spare tyre, real leather upholstery, and
other details of refinement. J R CAMPBELL
& SONS Ulmarra.
THE GRAFTON CASH STORES In the
heart of Prince Street, Telephone 108.
Famous ARNOTT’S Christmas cakes just
landed Four Shillings each. We deliver
within the City Boundary all day and every
day.
Four Weeks to Christmas, Time to order
you’re your suit. Recognising that the chief
demand for holiday season is a lightweight
ready at one suit. WALSHAMS HAVE
MADE SPECIAL PREPARATION Here are
suits in all the summer weights and of
summer materials, smartly cut, honestly
made, well finished. Prices Palm Beach
Two- piece suit grey Three Pound Fifteen
shillings. Three Piece suit 80/-, 90/-, 105/-,
130/-, 137/-. G. WALSHAM. The men’s
supply store, Prince Street, Grafton.
CHEAPER BOOTS FOR CHRISTMAS
Francis’ Jubilee Christmas Footwear offer.
Savings for Christmas Shoppers, a special
reduction on every purchase of boots and
shoes. Straight forward Business Offer to
mark our fiftieth Anniversary and the most
complete stocks on the north coast to
select from. ED. S. FRANCIS. Specialist in
Footwear Grafton and South Grafton.
DOLLS FOR CHRISTMAS. There are Dolls
and Dolls, see COX’S WINDOW tonight, for
a Special Display. R.T COX. Prince Street
Grafton.

A Theatre Critic: Someone who stones the first cast!

POSTCARD COLLECTION
The Society holds a very large collection of
postcards. A sub section of the collection
relates to a celebratory theme and it would
appear that these cards were immensely
popular in their day.

Jabirus painted by
Gladys
O’Grady
S.S. “BALLINA”

Christmas/New Year Postcard from the
Society’s collection.

For somehow, not only at Christmas, but
all the long year through,
The joy that you give to others, is the joy
that comes back to you.
John Greenleaf Whittier
S.S. “KALLATINA”
Corellas - painted by
Gladys O’Grady

In the pursuit of happiness,
Half the world is on the wrong scent.
They think it consists in having and getting
and in being served by others.
Happiness is really found in giving and
serving others.
Henry Drummond

Newbold - Mary Tindal
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